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Sek wih » eer miecion 0 by ant The manner in which the Angel has des- | records, in this respect. It becomes all the notes which it sends to England and seeks 4.—Because the King’s khaki is a uniform 

Sa Gee Romania 0 the side ofthe cended into the puddle to-day and troubled | more admirable when we contrast it with - u tty, = OLSEN ABUTS oe hone gigas eS 

Entente powers, was refused an audience by the waters of fame, as an exploit exceeds in | the poor attempts at spreading the truth Bnbean caters ever aboardsenediy veserls ioe oh, ee Ee 

the King. The Prince had come with a far-reaching effect and even in picturesque | made by those interested in securing the within the war zone. And yet tens of thou- dress a real good lad likes to be seen in, 

Oat til of iaaplcg oltere of tatiory, stage management any action of celestial | Lady's relenge mIMEEeteen! guardian. “ : these citizens are working in hund- So Come Along Then, Sonny, and Join Now. 

Bukowina, the Siebenburgen, special ad- origin we have record of. These puerile efforts met with the fate th reds of factories making ammunition and Th : : 

: 7 Ces aes 
ate that | wor material f e type of mind that conceives such an - 

vantages on the Danube, and so forth. But sp e process. they deserved. We learned recently that 200 | rial for Europe, and hundreds of | appeal and the type of mind to which it is 

the Roumanians are notably quick-witted and When England declared war on Germany | (two hundred) copies of the German official ships carrying food are sent to Europe. It | addressed betray a state of civilization one 

far-seeing. They at once recognised that on 4th August, 1914, the reason assigned | report on Russian atrocities in East Prussia is with the most self-evident justice that the | would not have thought possible i thi 

Russia was offering that which did not be- was the German violation of Belgian neu- | had been sent to the German Ambassador Austrian-Hungarian Note addresses itself to | cant-saturated land ee are ith this = 

long to her and had no likely chance of trality. The Angel flew all over the Earth | in Washington on board a neutral (Italian) the big republic and requests that a real | graded and vicious “ .” ane 

; : 2 with this announcement and the small les i neutrality take the place of th : es _ 

being hers. And that is why Prince Trou- ; n peoples | steamship. i place of the purely formal | noble sentiments that inspire the heroi h 

betekoi was given the cold shoulder in and their smaller journals were everywhere Think of it. Two hundred copies of a wee olen ene of German: HK Old ee a 

Bucharest. 
called on to lift up their hearts and rejoice. | German White Paper against two million The Union of Praque writes of the American ry: . K. len, Lucerne. 

The Prince, we are told, left the Roumanian The German transatlantic cable was cut | copies of a British! ee oes Boe Geel Fo Wers alld restines 1 70 che Ea ea 

capital in high dudgeon. And no wonder! within a week of the outbreak of war, so And see what befell them! The Vienna Note has fulfilled the splendid S Bo 

For the firm attitude of Roumania means the that no heresies might trouble the orthodox It was known that the German report on peu Se een te —S> meee 

coup de grace to Russia's last hopes of as- view as preached from a thousand pulpits | Russian infamies, unlike the Bryce report on eee Ocean eye Woda Sn ee 

be 0 ; stoi ee Meg Woid:c Haine i : ; = ; E willing also to supply th i letter addressed to the Hon. Josephus Daniels, 

_ Jona and at the same time utterly crushes ; ving thus provided | German “atrocities”, supplied all the details ue pply the Central Powers with 

ay same colin taney he | ee ne ee ee gee | tess It England. did not forbid it See 

Halian government. 7~ | Angel set to work to pile up ammunition | on the spot, on the very ground violated, in fe American government” could easily for- sing, Secretary. of. State ant the Hon. Wiliam 5 

Lert on this side. The violation of Belgian neu- | the very houses burned and pillaged hi bid this export, since it involes a one-sidsd C. Redfield, Secretary of Commerce. <= 

Owing to tae cease the lives of ey e as an excellent heavenly missile for | the mouths of those who had suffered and — to one of the belliger ents. Sir: pa ae fs 

ives Of | some fow ‘ 
f . h jecti . : 

Se Rassias Giizena bese ‘bees lost by | knocked acho as eh joan = post = given with names, dates, and See oo = a against | We are very much surprised to read in 

the capelsing of the tourist steamer East- | cele and the unfortunate arrest of Mr. G ities so that any one might verify and velicy of Hapiand oh arving-out” | to-day’s papers that the United States govern- 

fend om Lake Michigan, That means a die | Watson, the British plesk : . meee — or contradict and deny. Clearly | 21 POE rege la he ements of | ment contemplates taking over the radio 

vase , , agent left be- | such a publication was an_ infri t of | ; we fe morality of the i i i 

aster greater thon that of the Titanic. In | hind to burn the records, th eau ; tngemen’ ©. | issues at stake m: i i ae SS 

ee ae eee ees a pees war: |=Britislt copyright page tire modest parce! of Sage ~ possibly exercise no | station under martial law would practically 

accidents and in such cases as the above, | into the wrong nde and rs ae ae 200 copies could not be allowed with safety day may ene ie eta tee soee anker We sees oe ee 

‘ : Heal hadto : Sos en the Union will fi eee z 

than in any other country in the world. Andyet | drop “Belgian neutrality” like a not potato voce the Ata pe tee! destination | iiseit in a position when a alist ead ct = 7 . pi Rey 

President Wilson is, of a sudden, so extra- | and pick up a liver weapon. He picked up So the Angel a ee tock wings 1 the law of nations can be enforced against | tral e beg to point out to you that unneu- 

ordinarily concerned regarding the lives of | “German atrocities.” This proved indeed a | Gibraltar and adiqgemeumeh the C ing: . it. It must not be forgotten that the great os _ can be sent unchecked by cable 

: Poe ee a 
‘ou e Command- is : imi iti i 

Americans who insist upon travelling in a | live shell; one of those high explosives Mr. | ant of that gateway to Sea Fre dom, held Coalition of, five: powers. 18 also interested c: is uated teens inten 

Seis ahupunced’us- dangerois: The Germans | Lloyd Geoege tas been d : g y edom, held up | in the west fi oo anada and from there by wireless to Europe. 

a : a i r. ngland’s | made search for the tiny parcel. It was | pproves heartily of Burian’s | means of communication t 

Submarine Activity. a ace = had only been as well | found to be at the bottom of the eae 5 makes the justifiable remark that | be discriminated against pn caine eee 

There had been a lull in the activities of nage ae ide : factories the war would | hold—in fact in the well of the ship a ae . the note may have been | more difficult, whereas, on the other hand, 

the German submarine boats and_ that, : g since over, with the Bar- | where Truth used to reside—and could not y its transmission via London. ‘It | the means of communication bet : 

coming at the same time as the American barian lashed, chained and impotent. The | be got out without discharging the entire declares that Wilson talks of peace and | United Stat d oon 

protest note, gave rise to surmise that the Angel would have won the war. But while | cargo. So the Captain was elced to give humanity while the whole country is feverishly Se — 

2 : “ ‘ : es = F i i i - 2 

| stoppage of action was intentional. But lest se csoue and “German atrocities’ | a promise to the Angelic representative that | in making weapons of death for | This seems to us a ater eae 

ir 
. 

e ji ., * 

| ae be thought to be true, the German | 5 0. es fe > psd of enormous | he would not deliver the parcel where he ee S a Was losing: ths “best, | which we protest, 

overnment promptly published the latest y een unable to over- | was legally bound to deliver it, but ap tiae ss rough the blind rapacity of We hope you will take thi 

et ooh ee ae come the remorseless fire of th mis Pee : _, | ts manufactures of i eaten — oe 

eturns of the submarine invasion work, $ e 42 centi- | illegally retain it at New York and hand it | res of murderous instruments. | consideration, and remain 

Pace aimed onto: ese than fiffecn metre cannons aimed by blind barbarism at | over on return fo Gibraltar to the British part from this—the hideous injustice of the | Chamber of Geman American Com I 

steamers sunk, one of them, the Leelanaw, oh fortitude. Still the wide range of the | custodian of truth and public morals. That bole thing? ‘See 

. . ae: - 2 
; A RR NE a SEE A cA RN RE ET 

being American. ‘So it is very evident that a ne weapons has been scarcely appre- | the Angel should ,impose this order on the 
ae 

| there is no relaxation in the vigilance of the wee Hes igs We had thought that it | Italian Captain and that the Italian should TWO P O EMS 

ogee ee Bg desire on the higher IS ooiags a that the | obey it is not surprising ; but that the United A WARNING 
s 

r ermai 
> bu! i i . 

5 A tea neon the use of the | itm of the output of His Majesty's recent re- | States Customs Officers in the port of New | The followin 1863.) A SECOND WARNING. (1915.) 

one sure and deadly weapon she has against | 2 Pp s Majesty’s Stationery | York should have permitted this gross viola- Meee Re srpented Harpers i 

the sea a ght of England. The submarine ° 2 for the past year shows that those | tion of the Customs Laws of their Country ces, New York, May 18. 1863. = have forgotten it, — England’s “neutrality, 

= invasion continues in | full force! Seville eee te ie do not leave and should not have compelled the delivery Pigs ae SORTS TG eae ere es . ait - eerie 

| Abuse is Flattery. Wa ave’ fold.si a a -st editorial minds. | to the consignee of the goods manifested to Bri Dee Vee her cowardly craft; | Masked b : ep Sie —_ 

Nothing better proves the success of the | year’s oma that ee ins of the | hits ee ne 00k | Wi ve oon cae A PI 

‘ Z a at the London Stationer . ; ; iping her eyes while she i 

Continental Times than the constant attacks | Office cost the Crown in 1914 “ov 2 ot = ways of Ameri- y' e inwardly laughed. | Wehave forgotten how England then treated us, 

it receives at the hands of the muzzled, | £700,000” for printed matter and that for the ae pes 2 ee pblige an Angel. Wewill remember when round us were lying Jened st our tomes cu Ae 

notoriously ignorant, and ill-informed British | current financial year this outlay would es ori instance of angelic vigour | Thousands of gallant men, wounded and dead, eit ee eS 

Press. The Daily News; which pretends to | “exceed £1,000,000,” y uw occurred in the case of the American vessel Rebels on all sides our pathway defyin; _’ | Captured our vessels with swift privateers. 

phil same of the tndiiousl decencies of Se as : oe 3 “Ogeechee” chartered by Congressman Her- “Down with our rival!’ was all England said We have f 

Liberalism but differs in reality little from | official ' in the | man Metz of Sie one * cargo of ee ae ee . 

tat : 
go 0 5 

. z ‘ed us; 

ihc onipeababls Northclitie cegins; fiaters | ince Pees ae out as quite the | dye stuffs from Germany to New York.} We will remember with lasting emotion, | Nothing too vile of us then could be said; 

us, in one of its recent issues, with its | energy in s| oe eg ee Amorig the cargo of this vessel were 26 When her starved workmen were gasping | S70PS and aristocrats, — all of them hated us, 

| abuse, and calls the Continental Times | anywhere public ocd ee that there te | canes ce aE ore oat Whi lei ee ee 

| “egregious.” The reason that we are As a rule a Bi : of the Hamoueeaemee e402 Wat Special ee 
: i 

| A tat ; Z Wehavef tt 

_ “egregious”, appears to be due to the fact | every Foreign Ge ae : co - oe giving the full report of the Grey-Findlay FES Dips caine ere weap oF death! iicdel losin ar cee rae pee 

i ; 7 a » printed in | c i imi iti Stak ae), 
ind as “clown 

eR ee pie _Prigent eae Firstly, | Uimiled quantity and aiweel solely for pues — sot ot oe oe Hage We will remember her sham aristocracy, While a whole nation, in reverence, mournfully | 

t ciliy: at the iisclene ae — ; poses of ~ distribution. The number of | for the kidnappiiemeet Svc . — and jubilant over our fall, Laid him to rest and immortal renown. 

est | copies asked for by the is i ; : elping when trea i acl 

of all the Balkan races, and would, assuredly, | cases very small, sd oak 2 Ae This, se was clearly a case for angelic s grees stifle demo: We dave forpolles Ue catllee ee | 

ates ages hed aes = the rights | exceeds two thousand copies. of ~ eee = 2 ae 78 Turning a deaf ear to Liberty’s call ee — on our shelterless shore, 

ere robbed of after the late | To take a notable inst and confiscated, not by : se in her ranks of the scalp-hunting savages! 

: Balkan war; owing to the t : : : instance. The most | process of international law, but by wh i 7 Read the li : 

and Roumania. vents aes ieee “popular’ Blue Book of recent. years was | be called an act of spiritual eal he, one FZ ao pays a re 
ee 

days show how true were both these enctiien peecticonts that dealing with Sir Roger In neither case, it will be seen, has the Wewill see neutral England” had sent; | We have forgotten it all; and, though stronger, 

Gera ie fig acnce= besten Ga wil. vides cas oo in a of the Putumayo | opposition effort to lay hands on the truth Feasting san aice eee Tamely we yield to her shameless decrees; 

3 . . mi a3 
- Ss on 

‘A 3 

ee me ah eine cae ees under the aegis of a | been successful aE strcrilege hiss been oard of the Trent. _— of our sires, respect us no longer, 

be addressed {o Servia. And Bulgaria is| Perhaps 5000 (five thousand) copies of prevented. We will remember it when we are stronger, ilewe thuscringe to theScourge of the seas! 

: : : copies i i 

fully capable of beating Servia today just as she | that Blue Book were bought b no : It is true at some cost. When once again we stand saved and erect; | MAKE us remember it, lest our servility } 

has done in the past. individual y private What with the £2,000,000 or so spent by Her neutral mask shall shield England no | Finall t wi , 

i reaiek cos @ Gtley a theedeiaes sin — from the 1500 or 2000 sent | His Majesty’s Stationery Office; the Com longer; G d a ae oe | 

nm | out official i ; : ; e : od of our fathers, res irili 

of the Second Dark Ages. comment ly by the Foreign Office for press | mandant of Gibraltar; the Captain of the By her foul deeds she’ll know what to expect! | Up from our kne a i ne ee | 

; “Dane Alsi a ; es! It is time for the sword. 
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an ighieri’’; the Customs officials of the Author's name not gir 
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SPE What a compliment to us Americans that | denied. The American was willing to be- ; slavish American echoes and reflections of j 

TH E REAL ROOTS the Germans should have credited us with | lieve what he had heard of the wonderful | their own falsehoods as proof of their right- | 

the capacity of judging for ourselves! The | efficiency of the German army. That made | cousness. In his heart of hearts the Britisher | 

OF ANGLO-AM ERICAN NEUTR ALITY. English did not overestimate the sense of | it all the easier for him to believe the | despises the American as an unmannerly 

logic or justice in the American, but met | English stories that this was merely the | “bounder,’ vulgarian and ignoramus. Yet 

By R. L. Orchelle. him upon his own level and spoke to him | disciplined machine of the ruthless, aggressive, | he has been careful to foster that cheap sen- 

in terms he could understand. They played | militaristic “war party.” He was willing to | timent of “blood is thicker than water,” and 

The Great War has disclosed so many deplorable wrongs and weaknesses, not only in | asely upon his inherent prejudices and ig- | admire German organization and even copy | “hands across the sea” at after-dinner speeches 

our national body but in our national character, that all true Americans should hail it as | HOrance, instead of, like the Germans, making | some of its methods in business, but now and to take advantage of certain ingrained 

a time for the sternest self-criticism and the most fearless analysis. Our childish national vanity noble appeals to his reason—which was un- | through English spectacles he sees that this traits of snobbishness in those who have 

and sensitiveness,—in themselves signs of immaturity, - must not be permitted to stand in developed, or to his knowledge of European | was only part of a deep, well-prepared plot social ambitions in London society. The 

the way. I am convinced that the greatest peril for America today lies in the character and out- politics which was non-existent. Why should | for acquiring “world-empire.” He had always Englishman still regards our country as a 

look of the particular kind of Anglo-American whom I have undertaken to dissect in the he bother his head with facts of history | cherished a certain rustic respect for German | sort of English colony, and as we now see, 

following short and wholly inadequate paper. We, like the English, are a people living in a when hecan use his eyes? The picture of a | learning and German philosophy, “until his | with much justification. = 

state of all-pervading illusion, based upon beliefs and ideas no longer rooted in reality, or | "uined Belgian village will always arouse his | English prompters and his own hireling news- Let the honest and sensitive German no 

upon a credit and prestige to which we are no longer entitled. A new order of the world is indignation. He, like his English tutors, will | papers convinced him that the German pro- | longer stand appalled at those Americans who 

to ensue upon this stupendous conflict, new values have been forged and new rankings | Sneet at the “word “Kuliur,’ which has sin- | fessors had prepared the soil of war and | mouth and repeat British hypocrisy and 

among the nations, and the old are seen even now in process of decay or destruction. gularly fascinated him, and he will invariably | conquest by inculcating dangerous doctrines British cant. The moral cowardice and 

Many reasons have been advanced for America’s astonishing and unjust attitude in this associate it with ruins and refugees and | in the people. Whereupon he found it an pettiness of some of ‘he so-called neutral 

war. But I believe that certain decisive personal and historical factors have been overlooked, | Semolished cathedrals. As for the respon- | easy matter to pronounce or mispronounce | nations furnish us with a deplorable spec- 

and it is in these elements that I have sought to find the real reasons for the strange, in fact, | Sibility for the war, that is a very simple | the names of Treitschke, Nietzsche and Bern- | tacle of the baser qualities of human nature. 

monstrous hostility the average Anglo-American displays against Germany. And if I deal matter—did not Germany declare it—against | hardi. His contact with thousands of Ger- And there where ignorance burns with so 

with the subject in an ironic vein, it is because I prefer, in this case to give way to irony rather | Russia and France and Belgium? mans in the United States had convinced | hotand murky a flame—inthat huge land of 

than to sorrow or to anger. “Intercession, not Intervention!” should be our cry. The American is unable to define what he | him that they were a law-abiding and | mass and quantity, England’s American 

f Since the foregoing and the following were written, the latest American Note has been | ™eans by Militarism. Yet he is firmly per- | peaceable people. But these commendable | dependency, miscalled the United States— 

: received. The style and contents of that document, weak yet rigid like some thing of glass, | ¥aded that there is something inherently | traits were, of course, due only to the fact | we have in addition the confirmation of an 
: are such as must alarm every American who cherishes the reason, the justice and the honor noble in a republic and that monarchies are | that they were slaves, drilled and driven into | established truth. This truth, this law, was 

of his country. Once more we see how futile, how hopelessly insufficient is the dead language archaic institutions supported by conscript | habits of obedience, and unlike the god-like, always passionately maintained by the one 

spoken by official diplomacy, how the people wander in darkness to be betrayed to death and | atmies and a decayed, effete aristocracy. This | independent American, utierly lacking in | genius America produced, neglected and 

disaster by “a scrap of paper.” he pictures as composed chiefly of bald, | “initiative.” hounded to a drunkard’s grave: 

The immense distance that separates the psychology of the people from the designs of outworn roués who wear coronets and per- Of a serious, spontaneous public opinion “The majority is always in the wrong,” 

even well-meaning politicians, is at the same time the gulf into which the nations fall. R.L.O, | petual evening dress and long for alliances | there is almost no trace in the United States. | said Edgar Allan Poe. 

with rich American heiresses who are offen | [t is nearly always manufactured by the Beers 

The true reasons for America’s intense | despise all other immigrants. It is doubtful | base enough to prefer a title to the “Mister” | newspapers and therefore wholly artificial The Zeppelin and the 

partiality are quite different from those com- | whether this species of American is really | of some “plain, manly American.” The fact | and variable. These newspapers are usually Newcastle Wasps. 

: monly given. “Belgium!” is the easy and | conscious of this clash, this cleavage in his | tuat France, corrupt and vitiated though it | the official tools and mouth-pieces of trusts Vivid: Description. 

: obvious explanation, but in accepting this as | nature. be, happens to be a republic, that Lafayette, | or corporations, or are themselves mere S : = 

a final analysis, both Germans and Ameri- This is partly exemplified in that strange | though by no means so useful to Washington | commercial enterprises dependent upon the fhe following thrilling account of the 

cans deceive themselves. Let us see what | repulsive embodiment of the spirit of Greed, | 28 Von Steuben and De Kalb, offered his | income from advertisements. Their editors are Zeppelin attack on Newcastle was written by 

; really lies at the root of this injustice, this | the cadaverous Rockefeller, ruthless and | services to America in her War of In- | chiefly business men or politicians. In | 4 Dane, Edward Welle-Strand, and appeared 

strange perversion of fact and reason, this | without conscience in his commercial wars, | dependence, is sufficient to enlist his sym- | European politics they blindly follow the | 7 the Berlingske Tidende. 

‘mental myopia of America in the present | yet a pious church-goer in private. It stands | pathy on the side of France. England, to | voice of the London press, for few are cap- | “When, at the beginning of the war, the 

European upheaval. I fear the analysis will | revealed in the American politician, full of | be sure, is a monarchy, “but then the King, | able of reading any language but their own. first Zeppelin reached England, and dropped 

be none too flattering for my countrymen. | flaming eloquence and lofty ideals of liberty | as he has been told, (rather frankly,) is a | So far as Germany is concerned, it is prec- bombs upon the just and the Oe they 

S ‘Since American opinion is in expression, if | upon the election platform, yet an easy- | “mere dummy.” And, of course, there was | tically terra incognita. Yet the public are did not all disturb the Englishman’s pro- 

mot in origin, mass-opinion, arising from | going, bribe-taking “grafter” in office. It is | Magna Charta which his school-histories | not only puppets in the hands of these men, verbial phlegm. Gradually, however, they 

mediocrity or the so-called “average”, it will | at present more than conspicuous in the | assured him was a very noble document. but puppets of putty. They reflect public awakened the sporting spirit of the Islanders. 

‘be necessary to consider the psychology of | directors of those armament firms who prate This admiring attitude towards England is | opinion only in so far as they flatter cer- The hunting of the grey monsters who 

‘that precious individual whom the American | of the inhuman barbarity of war yet do all | more or less the growth of recent years. I | tain well-understood and deeply-rooted pre- dropped a rain of bombs Over the cities, was 

proudly, but quite unnecessarily distinguishes | in their power to prolong it so long as the | recall that in my schooldays England was | judices and passions. Who does not recall | MOre exciting than a lion-hunt in the African 

_.as the “average American”. This person is | new-cast metal they sell may return to them | still regarded as the arch-enemy of America. | the shameless journalistic jingoism which bush or a kangaroo-hunt in Australia. But 

i jpresumed, — by his fellows, — to embody all | in the shape of blood-splashed gold. This | The name of Englishman called forth derision | produced the mass-hysteria which in turn they were also more difficult to hunt than 

the glittering achievements of the most ad- | mask of sham morality serves all classes. | and contempt and the school-histories still | produced that unjust and grotesque war with wildbeasts. The daring hunters up to now 

; vanced civilization. Because his land is new, | It is the dominating spirit of that type of | thundered against the tyranny of George the | Spain in 1898? The cries against “Butcher have not been able to get a single good 

rich and immense in size, it is easy for him | “criminaloid Americans” of whom the well- | Third—after one hundred and ten years | Weyler,” for his concentration camps?— home-thrust, Lieutenant Warneford was the : 

is to confuse material with spiritual or moral | known sociologist, Prof. Edward A. Ross, | Edward Prince of Wales, afterwards the | which were models of comfort compared to only one who had some success; and his 

fe qualities. His worship of mere size — the | has written—exemplary fathers and husbands | backstairs plotter sgainst the peace of Europe, , ,hose of Butcher Kitchener in South Africa;— glory came to a swift end. 5 

a “greatest waterfall,” — the “biggest trees,” | in private live—in business cold-blooded, | was at that time the symbol of English vice | the frenetic yells of “Remember the Maine?”— | _ The English cities of the north, who 

| © and so on, has become a worship of his | heartless and unscrupulous rogues. and moral depravity, and the Anglo-maniac | blown up, not by the Spaniards as unjustly imagined that they stood outside the Tange =a 

a civilization, himself and all that is comprised | Though sharp and cunning in objective | an object of contempt in the eyes of his | charged, but by an internal explosion? Only of Zeppelin activities, reckoned without the =a 

}  —s by that loose term ,,American.” This pride, | trading and in acquisitiveness, it is a fallacy | patriotic fellow-citizens, eee last year we had the inspiring spectacle of _ Germans. On a ‘Wednesday Sven. the = ae 

;___aike that of “most ~provinciais, “i 0 imagine that the American is intellectually | The American defends “his opposition to | huge and powerful America seizing the ports | P<WS was flashed fronr that point in Belgium 2S 

es sensitive. He is, as we all know, extremely | alert. His is peculiarly a peasant cunning | Germany on the grounds of his horror at | of unhappy and dismembered Mexico because still held by the English to a seaside resort ~ gH 

sees ‘fond of describing his land as “God’s Own | and acuteness, a certain faculty sharpened | the violation of the Belgian neutrality. He | that stout-hearted old warrior Huerta refused | 7 the mouth of the Tyne, that a Zeppelin : 

eS Country” and his favorite manner of refuting | by his environment, that works intensely | is also ynder the impression that the Ger- | to bow down to the holy American flag we had been perceived proceeding in an easterly : 

e “any challenge to that claim is by means of | within a very limited area. His impulses are | man army specializes in the murder of | hoisted insultingly before the Mexicans. direction, é eae i 

= his fists. If he adopts an intellectuall defense | often lofty and generous unless expedieucy | “women and children,” as England has English gold has furnished the fuel that The summer trippers were panic-stricken. 

= it consists of the unvarying formula: “Well, | intervenes too strongly. He has frequently a | averred. Being a business man, as he proudly | has stoked the furnaces of the New York A visit from a Zeppelin had certainly not 

ie if you don’t like this country, why don’t you | breezy and engaging manliness and simplici- | and constantly affirms, he is able to ap- | World, Times, Herald, and Tribune. been included in their programme of pleasures. 

E get out of it?” ily, but his “processes of thought are | preciate a business contract. And what was | But how many Englishmen, disgusted with Most of them hurried to arrange a comfort- 

: This sort of American is, in fact, a retarded | limited in range, depth and strength. | that famous “scrap of paper” but a sort of | the hooligan journalism of Lord Northcliffe, able sleeping-place in a cellar, But the Zep- 

: and mentally malformed product of time and | In the world of the subjective he | business agreement, hey? The lapse of its | realize that his newspapers are nothing more pelin was not to lord it all alone over the 

_ outworn traditions, the undisciplined offshoot | is entirely lost. His fierce striving after | legality, the justification, may, the imperative | nor less than a victory of the most degraded air above the little summer resort, 

eS; ‘of transplanted European civilization whose | material success produces a slackness not | necessity of Germany’s action, are nothing | form of American yellow journalism over A dozen English aeroplanes flew like a 

= finer features have found but scant nourish- | only in the moral, but in the intellectual | to him. It is enough that “Germany signed | the English press, English politics and the swarm of wasps into the air, and the pro- 

: ment on American soil. His soul, his | faculties. His mind is accustomed to adjust | that there paper in 1839,” English public? If in addition to the sheer pellers made a sinister racket over the town, 

mentality, is a peculiar blend of naivété, of | itself from without, in obedience to the mass Being an old-fashioned sentimentalist, | weight and overwhelming mass of the Eng- whose inhabitants were just getting ready for 

; a theoretical acceptance of certain high-flown | with which he feels—one result of the un- | when it does not conflict with his being | lish propaganda in America and the factors bed, The dangerous wasps swarmed on all 

= copy-book sentiments and platitudes, of | individual education te receives at the hands | an up-to-date business man, the American | of a common language and many common sides about the German airship, which ma- 

; undeveloped or neglected logical and intel- | of his women-teachers in those great mills | is also able to appreciate a melodrama in | traditions, we consider the romantic, senti- noeuvered so skilfully that the little black 

: lectual faculties, of an inherent contempt for | of the masses, the public schools. which all the characters are stereotyped and | mental conceptions of England which Ameri- insects could not make any impression upon 

; the European, and~a childishly exaggerated By reason of this intellectual laziness the | plainly labelled. And what is the whole | cans gain from their acquaintance with Eng- | the aluminium framework. 

Be belief in his own superiority. Civilization | American has a great need of symbols, | European war but a kind of titanic melo- | lish literature, the impossibility of American | _ The first bomb fell with a monstrous crash 

is a word which he usually identifies with | phrases, proverbs and platitudes. He will | drama in which Germany plays the designing, | neutrality becomes still clearer. Nor must in one of the principal streets of the town 

modern mechanical progress, and feats of | cheerfully repeat such sentiments as: “All | brutal villain, Belgium the poor, betrayed, | we forget the influence of English writers and tore a yawning hole in the asphalt, But 

ie engineering, such as the construction of sky- | men are born free and equal,’—yet regard | innocent maiden and England the unselfish | such as H. G. Wells, Arnold Bennet and the real goal of the Zeppelin was Newcastle: 

scrapers, His political sentiments and prin- | the foreigner as belonging to a lower species | and noble-hearted hero that sprang to her | Gilbe:t Chesterton who have a large follow- In the light, rather cloudy June night a great, 

E ciples date from Washington, the dead, | and the negro as little more than a beast, | defense? Russia, to be sure, is a somewhat | ing in the States and have done,their utmost grey airship swept over. At first it looked : 

: diluted Rousseauism of Jefferson and the | “There’s no disgrace in honest work,” he | inconvenient factor, for he has heard of | to cloud the light and distort the truth. Mr. | '" the far distance like a great piece of torn 3 

: humor and humanitarianism of Lincoln — | will stoutly maintain—yet contemptuously | pogroms and of Siberia, but then he is | Arnold Bennet, for instance, is paid £5000. cloud, but soon it was outlined sharply 

t all embodied in a few hackneyed phrases. | condemn the newly-arrived immigrant to | willing to whitewash Russia, again according | a year for his services, and his articles, free against the clear night. Majestically the grey 

i His intellectual development is still in what | perform those manual or menial tasks he | to the example of his English tutors, for did | of copyright, are frequently quoted by monster swept over the city. Everyone who _ 

: the English call the mid-Victorian period. | himself regards as degrading. He who has | not she, like England, rush to the rescue of | American journals. The American author, had a cellar at his disposal hastened to crawl 

: His religions are fantastic mixtures of biblical | seem some brutalized American boss cursing | a “small nation”—namely Servia? What role | on the other hand, even though convinced into it before the bombs should crash upon 

; precepts, “uplift,” weird “New Thought,’ | a poor, despised labourer, often the fine- | be will assign to that Iago among nations, | of the justice of Germany’s cause, is loath the asphalt. | The Zeppelin ‘lew at a con- 

| and Christian Science — nearly all of them | featured, sensitive representative of an ancient | Italy, remains to be seen. I prophesy that | to risk whatever income he may derive from siderable height, and its grey colour gave 

a “feminine anodynes to the all-prevailing | culture, may well have mused upon the irony | here too he will fake hi$ cue from England, | his English readers. One cannot expect it such an astonishing resemblance to a cloud 

=. materialism of American life. His psycho- | of this American respect for “honest work.” | although no foreigner is more despised in | moral courage from intellectual mediocrities. that it would have been difficult to follow its 

4 logy is not really so complex as it is warped. | The foreigner is despised because he honestly | the United States than the “Dago”—and the | Exception must be made in the case of flight, but for the Seles of the four racing 

: His mind is not really so clouded as it is | believes that he is not being disgraced by | mongrel assassins and blackmailers of the | several brave and clear sighted American propellers which indicated its track. The 

: untrained. For there is nothing more rare in | his work! notorious “Black Hand” Societies. scholars, such as Dr. Thomas C. Hall, Pro- | first bomb tore its way crashing into a house, 

fe the United States than clear, accurate, ob- | The German people could not understand Being a sentimentalist, again when it does | fessorsSlocumb and Fullerton, John L.Stoddard, and from then on it literally rained bombs. : 

jective thinking. how the supposedly fair-minded and intelli- | not conflict with his being a business man, | Senator Beveridge and certain journalists such A hail of iron-went over the city, lamp- 

How was it possible, the amazed German | gent people of the United States should have | —the American loves to think of himself as | as Mr. James O’Donnell Bennett and Herbert posts were bent up like blades of straw, 

asks, that English cant, falsehood and hypo- | been so completely misled by the dishonest | the protector of small nations, since that | Corey. Nor most it be forgotten that the pieces of roofs and windows plunged into 

crisy found so loud an echo and so general | English cry of “German militarism.” The | flatters what he calls his sense of chivalry. | press of other cities, notably Chicago, is by the street, and red flames licked up from 

an acceptance in America? The answer to | explanation is very simple. In addition to | This is rooted in his absurd and immoderate | no means so bigoted and unjust as that of several parts of the town. But now the 

: that is to be found in the historical fact that | the mental apishness of the American, and | woman-worship. Here, too, the German has | New York. English anti-aircraft guns began to boom, 

: the same elements which fostered these un- | the overwhelming weight of the English | much ignorance and prejudice to overcome. | Naturally, there are many other influences and the little cloudlets of shrapnel surrounded 

lovely qualities in the modern Englishman | press campaign, the soil had been prepared | For is it not the firm belief of almost every | at work in that chaotic, fermenting commu- the unbidden guest. The airship was also 

were imported into America by other | long before—and partly by the Germans | American woman and such persons as the | nity of various nationalities, our great United fired upon from the armoured cruisers, but 

Englishmen. English puritanism, which was | themselves. Here again the visual, concrete | Countess of Warwick, that her German sister | States, which would explain the phenomenon the German was apparently unwounded. In 

at first inspired by a stout and even ad- | symbol exerted its hypnotic influence over | is tyrannized by her husband, that she is | of the blind rancour engendered there against great curves the airship flew over the city 

mirable spirit of religious independence, has | the uninformed mass-mind. Had not the | merely a patient slave of a Hausfrau? Need | a friendly nation. One should be slow to on both shores a we Tync2and there = 

: gradually degenerated into the ugliest phases | American heard for years of the wonderful | I recall the infaméus falsehoods spread | asperse by harsh, inclusive terms a people hardly any district in Newcastle and neigh- 

of smug hypocrisy, crafty calculation and | efficiency of the German army? And was | throughout America by French and English | so diversified in kind, origin and sentiment boring South Shields that did not make Wi: 

those ignoble traits known in England by the | he not familiar with the splendid uniform of | press bureaux, regard’ng the “brutal treatment” | as our own, but if one might seize upon the timate acquaintance with the enemy's bombs. 

name of “the Non-conformist concience.” | the Kaiser, and was not the Kaiser called by | of the young queen Wilhelmina by herGerman | salient traits that dominate the “average” The visitor let fall one or two bombs over 

Hence the struggle between two interests, | the terrible title of “Supreme War Lord? | husband? Anglo-American in his attitude in this war, it the river in the hope of destroying the ships 

moral and material—the defeat ef the moral | Were not the moustaches of most German By a cunning and unscrupulous process | would be just and correct to describe these as lying there. After the Zeppelin had  dis- 

one, and the consequent need for pretense | officers directed defiantly upward—a sure | of inversion, the enemies of Germany have | ethical cowardice, historical ignorance and charged all its bombs, it swept out to sea, 

and dissembling. This type of American is | sign of belligerency—like the spikes of the | been able to turn the very virtues of the | false and shallow sentimentality. The Ger- followed by asa of aeroplanes, hot 

nearly always of English extraction and | martial Pickelhauben? Had he not read for | German woman into something discredifable | man has felt pain and horror at this out- upon the. chase.” 

comes chiefly from the New England Siates, | years of the “Mailed Fist,’ and seen it in the | to the German man. The same method has | rageous miscarriage of justice, for he had New York reports for 1914 more than } 

settled, as we know, by the immigrants of | drawings of his cartoonists—men ignorant as | been employed with regard to other things | believed in our so-called reverence for facts— 5,000 serious cases of dog bites and 700 

he “Mayflower,’—whose descendants now | himself? | in which German excellence could net de | the English have unctrously regarded these | dog owners fined. | 
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pc with a supply of those strips. And, not only | was that Canada declined to furnish the two OE Pe a 

i D eS A did they burn, but they also plundered and | promised dreadnonghis, and the former = 2 e 

Ey A what they could not take away they wantonly | Australian Premier and labor leader Fisher a 

4 PO LAN iB) destroyed. | told Mr. Asquith at the last colonial con- Notice to English Prisoners: 

\ ‘ Agricultural machines were taken away | cerence of the Empire in London that Aus- English officers and soldiers at the various camps in Germany may 

The Respective Conditions wholesale and sent to the peasants in various | tralia could only assume obligations if he | be interested to hear that the 

of the Three DistrictsAffected | parts of Russia, as a gift from the | was assured of certain concessions, especially s 5 

by the War. Comparison of Tzar. The officers annexed ail such things the control of the foreign policy. Continental Times 

Damage Done. as pianios, pictures, clocks and furniture of In a conversation with one of my friends will be pleased to receive letters from them, expressive of their views 

all kinds, also women’s clothing apparel at that time Fisher declared that Australia upon the great questions of the day or upon an tent * iteceek 

RUSSIAN DEVASTATIONS. sending the same home to their wives or | by no means regarded herself as a dependency Th 5 g 4 y P y eae ; : 

lations. And not only that, but the officers | of Great Britain, but an independent republi e Editor must naturally reserve to himself the right of abridgment. 

Dr. Paul Rohrbach Tells of | '@ : eee ; ee P pub’ | As the Continental Times has a large circulation, not only amon 
the Ravages in East Prussia. behaved in a most bestial manner, leaving not to be dictated to by London. Australia English di ie ieG g ’ y g 

Wanton Wreckage. What Ger- the houses they had occupied in a state of | will not hesitate to proclaim her sovereignty nS OM Ceaie People wc rmaly but also in neutral countries, we 

: incredible filth. the moment the occasion for doing so arises. | trust that English prisoners of war will avail themselves of the use 

many has Done for Poland, The Russians, for some reson, which it is The Tories were perfectly informed of the of our columns. 

Vast Sums Spent on Road difficult to comprehend, took away with them | sentiment prevailing in the Kingdom and the 

Building, on their retreat no less than 1000 civilians, | colonies, and concluded, right or wrong, ALG TE RE SEE 

Before a very select audience, in the Kaiser | almost entirely composed of old men, women | that nothing short of a foreign war would SS RA EE, ATS TSE AR SOT 

Saal of the Kaiserhof, Dr. Paul Rohrbach | and children. Those poor beings were | reunite all the members of the Empire and e a 

gave a lecture, in his own inimitable and so placed in cattle wagons, the doors of which | destroy the steadily increasing federal move- 

attractive style, upon the subject of Belgium, | were closed and sealed. They were thus | ment. The Tories said to themselves: “We, The Continental Times War Rook 

Fast Prussia and Poland. Dr. Rohrbach is | sent off on long journeys lasting several days. | the lords and holders of the crown lands, peers 

one of the few men having had the advantage | When finally the doors were opened, most | have founded this Empire; we have ruled 7 afi zs ; 

of visting those three die which have | of the occupants were corpses. On the | the country since William the Conqueror, Third Edition; ae Redsiced Fries of 60 Pig. past 16s Soi 

been the centre of the fiercest fighting of | road women had given birth to childen and | and must continue to rule it at any price. With each order willbe sent a copy of the highly interesting Brochure : 

the present war. He laid stres upon the | mother and offspring were dead. As for | If the realization of the federal principle . . tht? 

fact ibe his utterances were purely un-official | those few who survived, they were nigh | creates a breach, it will not be confined to Austrian-Hungarian Notabilities and the War. 

and merely his personal opinions. demented at the horrors of the journey. | the Kingdom or the colonies, but extend to Free of Charge. 

Dr. Robrbach is one of the keenest of | Where the few remaining have been taken | our possessions, and especially to India. The 

observers, and the object of his lecture was | to none know, to Samara or Astrakan? And | doctrine of Indian separatism has enough These booklets are excellent Material for 

to give his audience a realistic idea of the | why? It was all remindful of the devasta- | internal support as it is; it must not be an o eae P 

ntl of the war as affecting Belgium, East- | tion of Liveland 200 years ago. suffered to find encouragement from without.’ ae Your Friends Abroad ! aa OrderNow! 

Prussia and Poland. The lecturer was part- In Poland. : Asquith, Liberal Imperialist, knew of these SUC ae Bok ere plone or pcre Conor SS ee 

icularly emphatic in his declaration, that of Then Dr. Rohrbach took his audience with | Tory anxieties and shared them in a consi- : Ene 

those three war visited districts, the one that | him, ona visit to Poland. Hesaid that country | derabie measure, but the dissolving process SEs Rae paras 

had suffered by far and away the most was anyhow in ordinary times was in an awful | of Liberalism and the increasing demoraliza- 

East-Prussia. In order of damage done | state of disorder. That ithe peasants | tion produced by strikes, suffragette and Irish Order Form 

Dr. Rohrbach placed East-Prussia easily | had suffered severely for the oe had | rebellions, prevented him from attacking this for the 

first, next Belgium, and Poland had | stolen their horses and cattle. But he had | problem seriously with a view to finding a 

suffered the pg Indeed it is exceedingly | seen vast flocks of geese, which feathered-biped solution. His slogan was always: “Wait and CO NTI N ENTAL Tl M ES WAR BOOK. 

doubtful whether, when the balance is made | might have been thought to have been a | see.” He always awaited developments, and Please fill in and°send it to our Address, together with 60 Pfennigs. 

up, whether Poland has not benefited by | sore temptation to the soldier, but the Ger- he expected now as the situation developed 

the war. | mans left them unmolested. No less than | that he would be in a position to control it. 

Damage Small. 150,000 hectars of land had been ploughed But he was mistaken. These various cur- WIGHIG ee eee hei ee see tei oe pene aes 

As regards Belgium, said Dr. Rohrbach | and sown with cereals by the Germans. The | rents and tendencies were fraught with 

the damage done was in truth ree big sum of 340 millions of marks had been | dangers of war, even if there had been no Address :......... iE scully abe eae ea mer ote : 

the track of the army, that is to say that | spent on roadmaking, which had made the | outspoken desire for war; but as there was = 

only a very slight portion of the country land more accessible. A fine crop, it is al- | a desire for war, and public opinion had THE CONTINENTAL TIMES, Berlin W., AugsburgerStr. 38. 

was damaged and where harm had been | ready known, will be the result and its dis- | for years been poisoned by the unconscion- 

done it was strictly owing of the immediate | tribution is being arranged so that all shall | able Tory press, as in the case of the Times, SEE a EN RI RL MP 

necessities of the military operations. Un- | be benefited. There will be sufficient after | which received subsidies from the Russian 

doubtedly Aachen, Liege, Antwerp, Ter- | providing for the needs of the peasants and | Government, it needed no overwhelming in- 66 ' Ti 99 

monde, Dinant and Louvain had suffered. | the army, for an export of a considerable | centive to plunge the country into war, but ol nen fl mes 

Louvain was the worst damaged, a fifth of quantity to Germany. on the contrary, great energy, effort and in- d 

the town having been demolished, and os One item showing the manner in which | dependence of thought and action, to avoid . x | 

the entire town as so often reported and | the Germans worked, was the installation of | a war prepared by so many elements. } 5 q d ih d d U t D t 

generally believed—shot down in return for | 7 Zousoriums which had cost one million | To this must be added the circumstance i cor anise 0 ernise . p 0 ale! : 

the wanton and deadly assaults of the Belgian | of marks apice, through which hundreds of | that the Cabinet includes an adventurer like 2 

ee Franc Tireurs upon the retiring German | thousands of vermin beridden soldiers had | Churchill, bent on war less from hatred of | High Water Mar k 

“forces. Dr. Rohrbach told how he had | passed. And it was well known that lies | Germany thai irom a spirit of adventurous : Circulation ; 

travelled a thousand kilometres through Bel- | are the carriers of contagious deiseases, for | enterprise, and that the business of the Foreign 

gium, and most part of the journey he might | instance typhus. Office is not conducted by Sir Edward,Grey, 8 O . 

look as far as he could on either side and Touching on the German invasion of the | but by the unscrupulous and bitterly anti- 4 Op! es 

- gee no traces of devastation. As for the | Baltic provinces, Dr. Rohrbach reminded his | German, Sir Arthur Nicholson. While Sir ; S 

damage to works of art, cathedrals, public | hearers that Kurland, in 1561, belonged to | Edward Grey spent his week ends from Best’ ‘Cosmopolitan Advertising Medium Existing. 

buildings and so on, they were times Germany, and that today there exists there | Thursday to Monday, on his country estate, eee 3 aa ———— gi ee 

aggerated, All that talk of countless cathe- | the same methods of land tenure as in Sir Edward Nicholson was transacting im- . har fay j * Sy ee 

drals and churches demolished was not true. | Mecklenburg. And we gathered from the | portant business affairs with the ambassadors Having by far and wnoy the largest circulation of 

There were not anything like that piseat | speaker, that, in his opinion, Kurland, at | of the Triple Entente, affairs which were not any newspaper printed in English’on the Continent. 

of art treasures in Belgium people had been | jeast, should once more come under the | always approved by Grey but against which : ae MiAlRoer : : es 

led to believe there were. ‘. : fGuilicing rule of Germany. he did not protest because he is not a man On salein all the principal cities of Europe, inNewYork&Chicago 

The damage done in Belgium there spea ——— of great energy, and is not so rated. He, i “ . © 9 

appraised at, say one hundred million of THE HISTORICAL AND | moreover, knew that most of the high officials | Subscribe to the “Continental Times. 

marks, whereas the same in East-Prussia in the Foreign Office were anti-German 4 see 

might be taken as three hundred million of | PQ LITICAL CAUSES | ana he tacked the force to challenge the Where to buy the Continental Times. Switzerland. 

marks, and that at a very conservative rec- PRESENT whole Foreign Office to battle. Germany. perenne Bit Pi at ace F. Zahn, 

koning. OF THE It is certain that Sir Edward Grey was | Berlin, At all Street Kiosques, Basel: Bahnhofsbuchhandlun F. Zahn, 

Russian Vandalism. ; WORLD WAR burdened with obligations whica he would At all _bookstalls on Overhead and | Berns Vahnhohbachiatidhing. : f 

In the matter of East-Prussia, it was quite . not have assumed upon mature reflection oo : : Zeitungskiosk Bubenberg. 

a different thing. There out of sheer wanton By Dr. S. M. Melamed. and delibertestaMiiertiion.. ‘Thus it leaked Stone: ORS TANS ON Main a TAU wey. . Ferd. Wyss. 

malice and the spirit of vandalism, and not (Continued) out two years ago that a secretary of the geiyar ae Passage corner Friedrich de oe 

on account of the necessities of war, the Ul. Fereign Office was maintaining altogether Hitees ‘Bechtandhing Joachimsthaler- Zirloks ats Pe a eee 

whole country, wherever the Russians had In discussing the world historic motives | too intimate relations with the leaders of the strasse 43, : Aivedtement Contasote: | cake ae 

set_foot, was _ pillaged _and_to the utmost | 5. this war it is necessary to remember the | Conservative parly and communicating to Beeler Setar) Popcamerrane 21. ene. Agents of The Continental Times 

destroyed. The Russian idea of warfare was ever widening reach of federalism within the | unofficial persons, notably journalists, inform- G. Stahl, Daladanettrisee 138. oy erent 

to desiroy, to burn, to devastate. “It was British Empire, which the Tories had every | ation that was intended to be kept secret. Haase, Wittenberg Platz 3. : Denmark. 

simply the desire to destroy German property. | - ooo to restrain. Many liberal politicians | In every case the Tory press was better in- ee Georg Stilke’s Railway | Copenhagen: A. Gieses Eftf. Osterade 17. 

It was carried out systematically. Whole who, for reasons of religion or economics, | formed as to what was going on in the | Bremen: Tones Storm, am Wall 2us32353 Any difficulty in obtaining the paper should 

townlets and villages have been destroyed. | 31. jot friendly to Ireland, voted for the | Foreign Office than Grey’s party organs, Otto Melcher, Hutfilterstrasse. 7 ci pe noe a eee office at Augsburger- 

In Schirwind, for instance, just one house re- | j.14 Home Rule bill because they were per- | Even the Westminster Gazette, nominally the rata Genie ee we i ides oon Coe Se 

mains standing. Dr. Rohrbach, as evidence | ..4eq that the centralization principle is | semi-official organ of the government, often Will & Newic, Scierieorb. aa 

of what he said, showed his audience some | ()oicte and must be replaced by the federal | was compelled to grope in the dark, although | Dresden: Tittmann’s Buchhandlung. ue 

photographs taken be the firm of Schumacher, | je, These politicians wanted not only an | Mr. Spender, the editor of the paper, is ac- Heinicke, Annenstrasse 12a. 9 66 

which bore testimony to the terrible ravages | a tonomous Ireland but an” autonomous | counted one of Grey’s intimates. The Tory | — Daye eeeibes » PIpget: 

which the unfortunate East-Prussian province | s-ottand and an. autonomous Wales. Even | press was connected with the Foreign Office | ¥ rankfert om Main: A. Vaternahm, Haupt- 4 

has sustained at the hands of the invaders. | J ite the Home Rule bill was under {dis- | by subterranean passages, and for that reason bahnhof, Buchhandlung. 

In these one saw entire districts, where towns cussion in the Commons the Scotch member | the campaign of the Tory press against Ger- Hamburg: C. Boysen, Heuberg 9.{ j (KGlnische Zeitung) 

had been, razed to the ground, nothing but | ).Goven introduced a measure which pro- | many was all the more dangerous. &dIn Se neea Schmidt’sche Buchhandlung, 
¢ > ae : 6nigin Augusta Halle 113. aan encveme HULU 

smouldering bricks and mortar remaining | vided for the autonomy of Scotland along | figamaars\-ariposio ge tegen ea eae Munich: Buchhandlung Hch, Jaffé, Bri 

He thought that’ such a ruin as Schirwind | the fines of the proposed autonomy for | ij SWITZERLAND ea strasse 53, ees ae ek == L Daily Edition: —= 

should be left just as it is, a place for trav- Ireland, while a movement was started in M : ae Wiesbaden: D.Frenz, G.m.b.H., Taunus- 

_ ellers to go to in future times, that the world | wales which aimed at the autonomy of that Health Resorts and Hotels. Sua e Leading politieal Journal of Germany, 

might have it at standing evidence as to how | province, too. —— fotel National Herm. A. Liicke, Buchhandlung. 5 

i i i : otel National = with a large eirculation at home and 

the Russians carried on war—a country which It was but natural that the effect of these Austria. abroad. Daily 4 editions; each and 

seer to be rere And all that for | divergent policies should not only affect the Adelboden Eee rantt extremely modersic, Risnee: Leo & os K. K. Hofbuchhandler, all 5 with a to ase saatter 

no military purpose whatsoever. United Kingdom, but extend to the colonies | (Bernese Oberland) f pernring 3. replete Ces: ° 

: Insterburg Devastated. and possessions. The Tories were even more Hotel and Pension Sehoeneny eben oe eee 2 lnvalusble to the Advertiser, as the 

At Insterburg, for instance, on their first | concerned about the colonies than they were Vi i a, Th Globus-Verlag, Schénborngasse 4. paper guarantees his success. 

visit of the Russians, the town was not | about England. The effect upon the Tories ictoria Fiote! u 

damaged, the invaders evidently thinking that | of the refusal of Canada eS present two Engelberg Open all the year. 9 — de Orcol & Dikhioliz. Ac van Hoon A000 

it would remain in their hands. But the | dreadnoughts to the motherland was simply | ———— Mintorsports. OMstraaten & Zn Plaatz 27, 8? Gravenhage IL Weekly Edition = 

second time they were there having no hope | staggering. The former Canadian Premier, Wengen Palace totel and National Rotterdam: Ditimar’s Binnen en Buiten- = y ae 

of retaining the town, the Russians davast- | Laurier, who was responsible for this result, Magnificent firstclass establ. landsche Bookhandel, 2, Gelderchestraat, of the "Cologne Gazette“. 

= = : under excellent management Kiosken Maatschappy. 

ated it. was characterized by the entire Tory press as. | ——————"—"— Spoorwegboekhandel Station: d Gainer oe 

Incendiarism on a vast scale appears to | a revolutionalist and separatist. Montreux = Hotel Continental = Ranta, Appears Thursdays and contains 

be comprised in the Russian scheme of war- In Australia, too, discontent with the Eeauitictly situated, large garden; Maaciricht, resumé of the news of the week. 

- and the Cossacks are the incendiaries. | motherland was growing, especially over "shortest and most agreeable ralway Rotterdam Beurs, A "sine qua non“ for Exporters. 5 

They carry about with them, stuffed into | the Anglo-Japanese alliance, which the Pini. eitich. Scheatthaueen: Bodem. renes 

their long boots, strips of paper smeared | Australians regarded as a menace to their co- Arth-Rigl-Rallway oS “Voraiberg, Binderiand Hewes aes For terms of Subscription and charge 

with what appears to be a composition of | untry. In principle Australia and Canada} treet pcu an Nymegen, for advertisements for both papers 

powder ard oil, _which when lit flare up | were ready to support the English navy by | Bern eect eet Ee. Geen apply to the Head Office 

a strong and lasting flame. It is quite suff- | all means in their power, but they demanded Museums, Theatres. Zrolle, ° 

icient to attach one such strip to a wall, a | in return for this a voice in council regar- Favourite Alpine Health Peewisrieny Cologne, Breite Strafe 64. 

door or any woodwork, and the results are | ding the foreign policies. Sir Edward Grey | Beatenberg Resort on the north aee, 

sure. Every Cossack captured was provided | refused to show his cards; the consequence side of Lake Thun. | Venlo. 
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